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All-new
Touareg.
A new generation of SUV.
The self-confident linear design of the new Touareg
exhibits its own unique presence. With innovative
new driving technology such as the LED Matrix
headlights and the Innovision Cockpit, driving is
about to go to a whole new level.
Test drive today and experience for yourself.

From $92,990*
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PRINCIPAL’S NOTE

Celebrating
the Arts
The importance of the arts in our education system cannot
be understated. It still continues to amaze me that after
hearing and knowing this for so long we are still a long way
from where we should be in New Zealand.
While I have always known about
the importance of the arts at
school, my ‘light bulb’ moment
came from Sir Ken Robinson in
2006, in what has gone on to be one
of the most watched TED talks ever.
In the talk he makes the point that
students do not have their learning
needs met if schools do not have an
arts programme. These students, he
claims, are often deemed failures at
school or get into trouble because
they are disengaged. He goes on to
say that the lack of regard for the
arts has been going on for years
and gives an example of the story of
British ballerina and choreographer
Dame Gillian Lynne. Initially at
school she was failing because she
was constantly fidgeting and lacked
focus. Her mother, not knowing
what to do, took her to a doctor.
After a while the doctor took
Gillian’s mother out of the room
on the pretence of discussing the
girl’s condition in private, but as
he left he turned on the radio. He
encouraged Gillian’s mother to
then watch her daughter through
the open doorway- Gillian began
dancing to the radio music. The
doctor told her mother that Gillian
was a dancer and suggested that
she try a dance school. The rest
is history. Dame Gillian went to
choreograph the longest running
musical in Broadway history – The
Phantom of the Opera and the
musical CATS.
Daniel Pink writes in A Whole New
Mind that the future belongs to a
very different kind of person with
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a different kind of mind. The era of
left brain dominance is giving way
to a new world in which right brain
qualities, such as inventiveness,
meaning empathy, predominate.
Pink’s work is reflected in studies
from all over the world that
are increasingly stressing the
importance of having a workforce
that is creative, collaborative and
innovative. Obviously not just arts
subjects contribute to these skills
but clearly Dance, Drama, Music
and the Visual Arts contribute more
than most. For some corporate
employers a Masters in Fine Arts is
more desirable that an MBA.
St Peter’s has a tradition of the Arts
at our school. Arthur Broadhurst,
our founder, was an accomplished
musician himself and right from
the start the school placed a great
emphasis on music and art. The
early students at St Peter’s were
exposed to as much music as
possible. The whole development
of the arts was seen by Broadhurst
as a vital part of the education of
the ‘whole person’ – body, mind and
spirit.
The Arts programme at our school
continues to get stronger every
year and build on our founder’s
vision. This year we have seen more
students than before entering in
the Bevan Cup and about 10% of the
school auditioned for a role in next
year’s major production, Bonnie and
Clyde. Approximately 34% of the
school is involved in itinerant music
lessons.

Dale Burden
Principal

Bust of A F B Broadhurst

The introduction of the Musical
Theatre Academy and a significant
increase of resource into the arts,
mainly in staffing, are both good
examples of our constant desire to
meet the needs of our students.
The division of the leadership
role into a Head of Faculty
Performing Arts and a Director of
the Performing arts has led to the
appointment of Michael Schroder
into the Faculty leadership role
and Stephen Morton Jones into
the Director role. Fresh eyes bring
changes and improvements which
is exactly what is on the horizon.

ability, gets a chance to be on stage
during the year.  
At St Peter’s we keep the curriculum
broad and make sure that it is not
just reading, writing and maths. The
overseas experiences, particularly
from America and the United
Kingdom, show that a narrow focus
has a negative effect on students.
So does over assessment.
The New Zealand curriculum
reflects the needs of today’s
learner. The Arts has its place

alongside the other learning areas.
It is an equal and important part
of the whole. We don’t need Sir
Ken Robinson, Daniel Pink or the
numerous studies to tell us of
the value of the Arts as we need
only to look at our own teachers,
programmes and outstanding
students for clear and compelling
evidence of the value of the Arts
and how these subjects and
programmes have helped them
post school life.

These include a greater emphasis
on starting earlier with more
resource and programmes into the
Year 7 to 10 area as an early first
change. An annual junior production
on a larger scale than the current
biannual Year 7 and 8 production
is also being discussed. This fits
in well with the school’s strategic
intent and our vision and desire for
all students to get the most out of
what the school has to offer. This
will be more likely to occur if a
student experiences a seven-year
journey from Year 7 to Year 13.
The emphasis has to be and will
always be on meeting the needs
of all students. Therefore our
programmes cater for diverse
interests and commitment levels
from serious performers to those
that just want to participate. It is
wonderful to be at a school where
every student, no matter what
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From our 2018
Head Students
Farewell from Head Girl,
Georgie Edgecombe
The 2018 school year has flown
by! It has been jam-packed
with so many exciting and great
opportunities to grow, not only
inside of the classroom but outside
of the classroom too.
A positive and encouraging school
culture continues to be rampant
within St Peter’s, and I have enjoyed
watching every student support one
another and have fun throughout
the year.
As my final year begins to wind
down, I look back and cherish the
amazing experiences I have had
with St Peter’s. Overseas trips,
sports tournaments, leadership
opportunities and great teachers
have all pushed me outside of my
comfort zone and developed me
into a better person.
A school that I call my second
home has helped shape me into
the person I am today, through
providing me with a comfortable
environment to flourish in my
passions and uncover my potential.
My advice to all of the students at
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St Peter’s: Be sure to make the most
of the world of opportunities that
are available to you at St Peter’s.
Ask questions and challenge
yourself in the safe environment of
St Peter’s. It is the best way to learn
and grow. Most of all, have fun! Get
involved and make memories that
will last a lifetime, because believe
it or not, the years go by so quickly!
As I move on to the next chapter
of my life, I will miss everything St
Peter’s has offered and given me,
and I am proud to say that I am a
part of the St Peter’s family, and I
hope you will all be able to say the
same when your time here comes
to an end.
- Georgie Edgecombe
Head Girl

With this year being my final one
at St Peter’s, I’ve been aspiring to
get involved in as many things as
possible that I soon won’t have the
chance to do anymore.
The experiences gained through
my role as Head Boy alongside an
awesome student executive have
been enjoyable.

It is my last year being a part of the
First XI Boys’ Football team and this
was definitely a highlight. Whilst
we may not have reached our full
potential in the right parts of the
season, I still loved every minute
of it.   
Getting the chance to experience
St Peter’s as a boarding student
is something I am very grateful
for this year, and I owe a world of
thanks to the Broadhurst family for
making my time so enjoyable. It has
been valuable in that I have been
able to make lifelong connections
with so many people and see the
school from a different point of
view.
Whilst I am very sad to be leaving
at the end of this year, it is exciting
to know how many new students
will be at St Peter’s next year. For
those new students arriving next
year, my advice is to be grateful
to have the opportunity to attend
a school like St Peter’s and make
the most of it. Every now and again,
just take a step back and look at
the grounds and the people around
you, and make sure you don’t take it
for granted.
- Jack Douglas
Head Boy

Learning about Leadership
Three of our students attended
a summit at the Student Global
Leadership Institute at Punahou
School, Hawaii.
Year 12 students Jonathan Khalil,
Brooke Houston and Margaret
Wise went to the summit, which
had a strong emphasis on growing
leaders with a global perspective.
The institute focuses on engaging
students in team-developed
community service projects,
addressing worldwide issues.
The students also have the
opportunity to further develop
their creativity, a capacity for
problem-solving, collaboration,
communication and multicultural
perspectives.
Punahou is the only secondary
school in the world to have
educated two world leaders: USA
President Barack Obama (1979) and
Chinese Republican President Sun
Yat-sen (1883).
To qualify for the summit,
students had to write letters of
applications and go through an

interview process. Although the
summit is only two weeks long, the
programme takes place over one
year, so the students will continue
to work on their selected project
during their Year 13 year at St
Peter’s.
During the summit students
participated in workshops,
discussions and field trips that help
them develop social-action projects
suitable for their home cities and
the collaborative style of leadership
needed to carry them out.
Each group is expected to build a
lasting legacy for the school. To
do this, they needed to research a
theme and come up with a viable
project to bring back and develop at
school. The St Peter’s students who
attended the course in 2017 have
already implemented Wellness
Week at the school, which proved
popular among both students and
staff.
Teacher Gina Boone was in Hawaii
with the students and said they
worked hard.

Brooke, Jonathan and Margaret

“The students have been thinking
about their project a little more
closely over the last few days,
panning out a few ideas,” she said.
“They meet with a mentor who
helps guide them onto the path of
success, and it sounds like they are
forming some good ideas.”
They also enjoyed a dinner at the
President’s residence (President of
the school, not the USA!).
“It’s a beautiful place overlooking
the school out towards the water. It
was a great chance for the students
to mingle with some of the donors
that make the programme possible,”
said Gina.

Brooke Houston (pictured centre) taking part in one of the leadership workshops
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STUDENTS AND STAFF LEADING
THE WAY AT ST PETER’S
“Leadership is an action, not a position”.
- Donald McGannon - Broadcasting Industry Executive

Our belief is that every student can
lead. Leadership can be learned.
With this in mind, St Peter’s has
worked to develop a student
leadership programme across
all levels. This was our first year
where Deans from Year 7–12 have
facilitated specific learning for
students in the area of leadership.
So why leadership? Learning
leadership helps our students
develop, strengthen and enhance
their confidence, self-esteem,
resilience, ability to think critically
— the list goes on. Attributes and
skills for life are what we are aiming
to grow in every student.
Our junior students have been
focused on action-oriented
leadership. One group has
developed and implemented
a community service project.
Another group planned to support
a programme of orientation to
support Year 8 students’ transition
into Year 9. Relevant, authentic
learning at its best.
Our senior students have been
involved in a variety of activities.
‘Leadership in Action’ has been a

theme. Some students have been
setting up and leading a Year 7
and 8 running group, and a baking
competition. Learning about
how our own mental models can
influence the action we take in any
given situation has also been a
well-received topic.
At the Year 13 level our 40 prefects  
have covered a range of topics
in both their weekly and evening
sessions. For example, strengthbased leadership, peer mediation,
preparing and delivering speeches
and approaches to leadership.
Students have also spent time
learning the GROWTH coaching
model. This model uses inquiry
type questions which help to unlock
a person’s thinking. A range of
guest speakers have also assisted
prefects with their learning. In
Term 3, we had the leaders of SN
Consulting to facilitate learning
around a thinking framework for
planning their futures.
The school views student
leadership training opportunities
as part of the core curriculum,
which contributes to strengthening

our overall approach to wellbeing
learning. Enabling each student to
build their own set of key capability
skills so that they are confident,
active leaders who know how to
effectively contribute to our local
community and the global world is
a key outcome we are striving for
over the next three years.
Students have the ability to make
St Peter’s an even better place with
their action-oriented approach to
leading. Helping each student to be
their best is what we are about.
In 2017, Julie Small, Associate
Principal, established a Leadership
Capability Lead Team for staff
who wanted to grow their capacity
in leading. This enables staff
to actively think, influence and
contribute to the life of the school.
This year a second Leadership
Capability Team was established
for staff so we can continue to build
capacity in an ongoing way.
Every person has potential to
grow their capacity, to learn and
become an even better version of
themselves.

St Peter’s Trust Board Chairman John Erkkila was one of the industry professionals helping the students
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TWIST OF FUN
for Money Week

How does your weather forecast
look? Cloudy with a chance of
car repairs? This year’s theme
for Money Week, which ran from
September 3 to 7, was Weather
Life’s Storms. Students were taught
how to prepare for financial ‘storms’
that might come their way.
During the week, students and staff
were asked one simple question:
How much money should you
have saved in case you lose your
income today? Every person with
the correct answer of 12 weeks was
rewarded with lollies.
Business and Entrepreneurial
teachers assessed what kind of
money personality students and

staff perceived themselves as
having. People were divided into
four categories: Power Spender —
the big risk takers, Security Saver
— limited risk takers, Sociable
Spender — sharing their money
with others, and Freedom Seeker,
one who uses their money on
adventures and experiences.
Participants were given a kitchen
utensil that matched up with the
risk associated with their money
personality to transfer ‘eggs’
from one box to another without
dropping them. Instead of real
eggs, the students were given gold
balls to avoid a messy situation!

The Power Spender used a flat tray
that could carry more than one egg
at a time. The Security Saver used
a spoon, safely carrying one egg at
a time. The Sociable Spender used
a pair of tongs to carry more than
one egg to share with others. The
Freedom Seeker used a sieve to
carry more eggs, but they had to
balance it on their head.
Students had a lot of fun and
learned about the rewards and
losses associated with taking
financial risks.
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Authentic
learning in the classroom
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People can be motivated by hearing about what other entrepreneurs have done to be successful, but there is
nothing quite like the actual experience of planning and carrying out your own enterprise to see if you have
what it takes. That is something our students experience every year in the Business and Entrepreneurial Centre.
Enterprise starts early at St Peter’s,
with the junior school introducing
students to marketing and branding
in Year 7. This year it was in the
guise of ginger beer. They have
created logos, brand names, and
catchphrases.
Market Days begin for students
in Year 8. It’s a chance for them
to show off their hard work and
design. Then in Year 9 students take
part in a semester course where
they are asked to consider what it
means to be entrepreneurial, then
develop a business plan and sell to
the St Peter’s community. Products
at these year groups range from
tasty treats (without sugar!) through
to one-off pieces of art developed
in their subject areas such as metal
and wood technology, fashion
design, and food and nutrition.
Those who develop the
entrepreneurial bug are likely to
take the Business Studies option in
Year 11. Following tight deadlines
and the laws of commerce ensure
customers remain satisfied. Skills

such as communication, teamwork,
and leadership are quickly honed.
Year 12 Business Studies
takes a turn towards social
entrepreneurship with businesses
required to be not-for-profit.
Community services and
projects aimed at the elderly,
underprivileged or the young
become the necessary vehicles
for success here, and students
learn that often businesses have
much greater goals to achieve than
merely making a profit.
In Year 13 our dedicated
entrepreneurs participate in
the Young Enterprise Scheme.
Many of them have won prizes
over the last few years. Here,
the objective is to carry out and
sustain a viable business over
the course of the year. They keep
innovation and sustainability in
mind as the cornerstone of their
products or services. By the time
they have finished the year, these
students have a really strong
understanding of what it takes to

be an entrepreneur and the effort
required to maintain a successful
business.
The BEC offers many opportunities
for those interested in forging their
own pathway through life. The St
Peter’s Foundation Dragon’s Den
occurs every year, which is where
anyone in the school can pitch their
ideas to a panel. Start-up capital,
mentoring and entrepreneurial
courses are the prizes for the
winners. Often these entrepreneurs
go on to win the Entrepreneur of
the Year award which is a $2,500
prize donated by BEC sponsor
Milford Investment Assets. Last
year’s winner, Tom Montgomery,
with his Copper and Cream rolled
ice cream business, is still proving
very popular around the markets
today.
Risk, failure, success, and growth
can all be a partner with students
throughout the year. So many great,
authentic lessons to be learned.
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Catering brand
created by student
The Montana team has been
providing meals for staff and
students in our dining hall for
almost two years. They have
kitchens throughout the Waikato,
and the St Peter’s site is one of
them.
Montana wanted a brand designed
for the St Peter’s location for their
Montana Group family tree.
St Peter’s design students were
briefed with the purpose of the
logo and were encouraged to
create something that showed
St Peter’s heritage in a
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contemporary way. They were also
to come up with names for the
kitchen.
Year 13 Annalise Scott’s design was
chosen. She chose to make the
focus on the three leaf sculpture on
the school grounds that represent
Mind, Body and Spirit. The
sculpture, which was created by
former student Chel Chan (2009–
2011), was gifted to the school at
the 75th jubilee.
“I was so excited when I found out
my logo had been selected. The

idea of it being there for years to
come and leaving some kind of
legacy behind was really cool,” said
Annalise.
“I recognise the leaves as a symbol
of St Peter’s and I think many
people would be able to recognise
the meaning of Mind, Body and
Spirit. The dining hall is a place
where we all come together, where
we are fuelled, and a place to
socialise,” she said.
The name she chose for the kitchen
was “Saint’s” because it was simple,
catchy and relevant.

The logo itself was created in
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator
with the help of the school’s
graphic designer, Kath Carmody.
“It was my intention to keep the
design simple with clean cut lines
to ensure it was effective and fit for
purpose in many different formats
and sizes,” said Annalise.
She presented her draft to the
Montana team and the school’s
senior management team. From
there she worked with Bettle and
Associates, a marketing company
in Hamilton, that guided her on
possible developments to further
expand her compositions and
execute her logo.
“I had free access to use their
technology and equipment, and
they showed me handy apps and
techniques. Their resources and
expertise helped me to develop my
designs to a finished product I am
proud of,” she said.

Annalise wants a career in design,
so this authentic experience gave
her a taste of it. Next year she
will be in Wellington to study
Communication Design and
Marketing.
“It feels a bit surreal that my logo
is going to be official, and I can’t
wait for it to come to life. I’m really
grateful for the opportunity and the
experience I got out of it.”
Montana Group Marketing Manager,
Pat Mellsop, said they were thrilled
with the process they employed to
develop the new name and logo.
“This is a true partnership so to
have one of the St Peter’s design
students as the creator of the new
catering brand is very satisfying.
It will get promotion through the
uniforms of our staff and presence
within our websites for years to
come,” he said.

Left: Head Chef David Johnson wearing
the Montana embroidered uniform with
the new SAINT’S logo
Below: The Montana Family:
Montana Food and Events – The
group’s corporate and private catering
brand. Sudano – a commercial, artisan
bakery based in Hamilton. Flame
Tree – University of Auckland owned
catering brand, operated in partnership
with the Montana Group. Kahurangi University of Waikato owned catering
brand, operated in partnership with the
Montana Group. Village – The Montana
Group’s retail brand with a focus on
public catering. Augusta – Auckland
Grammar School owned catering
brand, operated in partnership with the
Montana Group. Saint’s – Management
and operation of the St Peter’s School
Cambridge boarding houses catering,
full school and staff lunches each day,
plus internal and external functions and
events.
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Sam Smith
ON HIS WAY TO BECOMING A
NEW ZEALAND YOUTUBE STAR
The Year 13 student created
his YouTube channel, NZ
YoungbucksTV, as a CAS (Creativity,
Activity, and Service) project, an
integral part of the International
Baccalaureate, which is one of the
academic pathways at St Peter’s.
The CAS project is a studentdirected activity undertaken in one
or more areas of the programme.
“The main goal of the channel is to
motivate the younger generations
of our country to enjoy the outdoors
in whatever way possible. The
variety of content on the channel
shows the range of enjoyable
opportunities that New Zealand has
to offer,” said Sam.
He mainly focuses on hunting,
fishing and spearfishing.
“I feel like our generation is starting
to lose touch with the primal
instinct of humans, the ability to
provide oneself with food they have
gathered,” he said.
“My generation is becoming
more and more enveloped in the
inside, technological world. While
everything is good in moderation,
having to experience the outdoors
provides many health benefits.”
The channel has more than 300
subscribers and he has uploaded
17 videos to date, most of which
have more than 100 views. He has
nearly 14,000 views across all of the
videos.
“The feeling of eating something
that you can trace completely,
from ocean or bush to your plate, is
pretty awesome.”
Sam was taught by his father.
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“A lot of younger people weren’t
lucky enough to be subjected to
education in the outdoors, so slowly
but surely fewer people know how
to hunt and gather. This leads to
another goal of my channel, which
is to provide as much education
around hunting and gathering as
possible,” said Sam.
Often his videos give safety advice,
how to tie fishing knots and much
more.
In order for NZ YoungbucksTV to
be successful and have an impact,
Sam needed to create content that
people would enjoy and come back
to. In the beginning, he ignored
how many people were watching
his videos, and instead worked
hard towards putting out the most
exciting content he could.
“I’ll be the first to admit that some
of the earlier videos I put up weren’t
exactly TV worthy and the views
and subscribers I had reflected
that, but I was really motivated
to producing good content, and I
learned from every video I made,”
he said.
“When I started the channel I took it
way too seriously for someone who
had nine subscribers,” he laughed.
He set himself goals and emailed
several companies asking for
sponsorship, including Jack Links
Beef Jerky, who agreed to help.
Sam had to ask himself when
he would define his channel as
successful, and he decided that
would be when one person watched
a video and enjoyed it.
“Now I get a few comments and
messages from people that I have

never met before, saying how they
love the videos and can’t wait to get
into the outdoors. For me, that is a
success.”
Sam caught his first fish when he
was just three years old and went
on his first hunting trip when he was
five.
“I have been lucky enough to spend
time with other people who are
experienced in the outdoors, and
hopefully some of their knowledge
has rubbed off on me and onto the
YouTube channel. The outdoors is
something that has given me so
many friends and memories, and I
really want to give something back
to it,” he said.
“By encouraging more people and
younger generations to love the
outdoors like I do, hopefully, we
can look after it and make sure it is
around for a very long time.”

“

By encouraging more
people and younger
generations to love
the outdoors like I do,
hopefully, we can look
after it and make sure
it is around for a very
long time.

”

- Sam Smith, Year 13

Check out Sam’s YouTube Channel

NZ youngbucksTV

Teamwork encouraged
through debating
Sometimes it’s not what is being
said, but how it is being said
that matters. That rang true for
three students who took out the
title of Waikato Junior Debating
Champions.

the venue,” explains debating
teacher Sarah Wright. “That
is also when the motion is
released.” From there, the teams
have half an hour to prepare
and finalise their argument.

The 2018 Waikato Secondary
Schools Junior Debating
Competition was won by Rory
MacGillivray, Meghana Gaddam
and Anna Serafeimidou (pictured
right).

The final was won against
Hamilton Boys’ High School,
who had been undefeated all
year.

Preparation for the event started
in Term 1.
They were given a topic a week
out from the event.
“However, they don’t find out
if they are the affirmative or
negative team until they arrive at

Debating is a learnercentred activity that provides
experiences that help with lifechanging presentation skills.
It helps learners to expand
on reasonable arguments,
increases their confidence,
develops effective speech
composition, improves critical
thinking skills, and much more.

“I chose St Peter’s
for the IB Diploma,
Basketball & the
great Facilities”
- Dominique, Year 12

WHAT WILL
YOU DO?

TOP SCHOOL
NIWA SCIENCE FAIR

For the third year in a row, St
Peter’s won the title of Top School
at the NIWA Waikato Science Fair.
We won Best School, eight special
prizes and 32 commendations.
The most significant award was
received by Holly Christison, who
placed 1st for Best Year 11–‒ 1 3 and
2nd overall for Best in Fair with her
project Sun-Shocked.
Her project looked at the effect
of solar radiation on the flow of a
current in electric fencing wires.
This gained her a paid internship at
NIWA.
“I’m so excited! I get to work with
reputable scientists and gain skills
which will be undoubtedly helpful
in my future career in science,” she
said.

at different locations across New
Zealand. Finally, she constructed
a graph comparing solar intensity
and current flowing in the wires,
to ultimately determine if the
relationship she predicted was
evident.
“I found that the strength of the
sun’s radiation does affect the
current in the wire. As the strength
of the sun’s radiation increases,
the current in the fencing wires
decreases; therefore a weaker
shock is received by the livestock,”
she said.
Teacher Alex Green said the range
of topics covered this year was
interesting.

Best School
8 Special Prizes
32 Commendations

“In terms of ideas, students were
asked to think about their interests,
whether it be a sport, food, or just
things in their everyday life they
had wondered about.”
For example, Year 8 Connor
Delaney studied kombucha and
how leaving it for a long period
would affect the alcohol content in
the drink due to fermentation.
“He found the alcohol content
exceeded that which is allowed to
be sold to minors, when stored in
certain conditions,” she said. Drinks
have to have less than 1.15 percent
ethanol to be considered nonalcoholic. This is why it’s suggested
that kombucha drinks are to be
stored in the fridge.

Holly is extremely science-minded.
She is studying the IB Diploma,
taking all three sciences. Originally
the idea was for her extended essay
but because it was so interesting,
she decided to enter her research in
the science fair as well.
Her goal was to find out if the
sun affected the strength of an
electrical current. The answer was
yes.
To carry out the experiment, Holly
wrapped fencing wire around a
PVC pipe and tested the effect of
temperature on resistance in the
wires. She then carried out research
into how these fencing wires could
gain and lose heat energy. This
research also involved contacting
Gallagher for information on
electric fences and extracting
data about solar intensity from the
NIWA database. She then derived a
series of flow-on equations in order
to determine the current in wire

Holly Christison, 1st for Best Year 11–‒13 and
2nd overall for Best in Fair with her project
Sun-Shocked

Elizabeth Liu who won the NIWA Special
Award for an outstanding exhibit related
to water or the atmosphere
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WOODEN CHAIR
A WORK OF ART
Creating a circular chair out of
wood has been challenging but
rewarding for Year 13 Hayden
Russell. He’s well-known for his
skills in woodwork after creating a
gorgeous chair in 2017. But this year,
he stepped the challenge up a few
levels.
“I wanted to make a hugely
challenging project for my last
year,” he said. “I have always liked
the idea of having a swing chair and
always liked the concept of them.”
He was instantly intrigued by the
shape and how it wasn’t a normal
square chair, which made him want
to build it even more.
It took him approximately 60 hours
throughout two terms.
He said gluing it together was the
most challenging.
“Trying to get the planks to stay
in the place I wanted them before
clamping them together was a
challenge. So was the bending of
the metal plates,” said Hayden.
“The whole project was challenging
in itself because I hadn’t done
anything like it before, it was a new
learning curve.”
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He built a ‘shape former’ for
bending and gluing the pieces of
timber around it so he could get the
shape of the chair. He then cut the
timber into planks he could bend.
Before bending them, however, he
had to soak them in boiling water
for about 10 minutes. This was so
the timber didn’t break as he bent it.
He did two planks at a time but had
to do 20 in total.
“I then left the timber planks
clamped around the shape former
overnight so they retained most
of their shape. Once I had all the
pieces bent, I glued each section
together,” he explained.
He made three half circles and
one whole circle. Each half circle
section is made up of four planks,
and the whole circle is made up of
eight.
Hayden made sure the corners were
rounded and the glue was sanded
off. He also had to cut a 45-degree
angle on the two half circle ends so
he could get them into the position
he wanted.
“During this time I was making a 1:10
scale model of the chair as a trial.
I put it together with scrap wood

so I was able to get the shape and
size correct for the template of the
metal plates,” he said.
He bent the metal plates to a shape
that matched the chair, then bolted
them in place. Finally, he oiled
the chair and added the webbing
before getting a cushion made for
it.
Hayden wants to be a builder in the
future. He enjoys the satisfaction of
completing big projects.
“The most rewarding thing for
me was seeing it hanging up on a
tree knowing that I have created
it. There were rewarding parts
throughout the project as well, like
seeing the final product from what
it started to what it might look like,”
he said.
Hayden has enjoyed woodwork at St
Peter’s. This year’s project was his
favourite because of how big and
complex it is.
“St Peter’s helped me create
the chairs by providing amazing
facilities and staff to help me when
needed,” he said. “It’s pushed me
to think about how I am going to do
certain steps in certain ways, and
how to overcome any issues that
may occur,” he said.

St Peter’s helped
me create the
chairs by providing
amazing facilities
and staff to help
me when needed.

Hayden’s 2017 chair
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Owl Farm
Providing knowledge
St Peter’s School/Lincoln University
Demonstration Dairy Farm

Solving maths problems
at Owl Farm
The school farm can be used for
all sorts of authentic learning,
including mathematics.
Earlier this year when a Year 7
class was starting a module in
maths looking at dimensions and
measurement, they wandered down
to Owl Farm. They had two hours of
fun and maths in the real world.
In four groups the students took
themselves through exercises
that looked at distance, area,
volume, density and the problem
statements that went along with it.
Our new cowshed yard is round, so
an exercise in calculating the area
of the yard yielded the answer of
how many cows we can hold on the
yard at once.  The perimeter of the
yard was calculated and after being
told the speed the gate moves,
students calculated how long it
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took for the backing gate to make
one complete loop of the yard.
Measuring and then calculating
the area underneath the new farm
tracks that lead to and from the
underpass could then calculate
through to how much paddock we
no longer have and how much grass
in a year we can no longer grow.
Calculating the volume of our palm
kernel bunker and working out how
much weight of Palm Kernel we can
store at once was fun, especially
when we used a non-standard
measuring device.  Students also
got to work out how many days it
would take to use up the feed we
have on hand.
The last exercise was out in the
paddock trying to figure out lunch
for the cows.  Students had to
measure out an area that contained

enough feed for one cow to eat
in one day.  The area at the time
– 80 square metres lead to the
backwards calculation of the side
lengths of a shape that contained
80 square metres.  Groups created
shapes of 8m x 10m, 20m x 4m
and even 80m x 1m – highlighting
that different shapes can all have
the same internal area but quite
different perimeters.
Some students who didn’t fall in
love with maths in the classroom
came alive when it was a
kinesthetic journey in front of them.  
The opportunity to help students
understand two key things was
an absolute highlight. Maths is
everywhere and you will use maths
every day for the rest of your life,
and being able to see or visualise
the topic can help make the task
simpler.

School farm creates
learning opportunities
Nationwide there is a growing
buzz about agribusiness and the
opportunities it offers in career
pathways for passionate bright
minds in our country.
Agribusiness isn’t just near or inside
the farm gate — although there are
equally challenging and technical
roles closer to the farm gates
such as farmers, vets, fertiliser
representatives, agronomists, rural
supplies sales, consultants, forestry
harvesters, and much more.
The jobs that aren’t so close to the
farm gate are in large supply and
can be highly lucrative, especially
for graduates who have gained
understanding of the fundamental
industries that provide the
products.
This foundational education was
exhibited by the Agribusiness
students at St Peter’s who were
completing an internal assessment
piece and chose to explore the

decision of the farm to build a new
effluent pond.
They asked me why a new pond
was being built. We discussed
compliance with the Resource
Management Act, reputational risk
in the local community and global
implications of brand damage to
consumers’ buying behaviour.
They wanted to know about the
economics of the pond and the
potential economic benefits of the
project.
We also got to discuss how market
forces may affect the timing of
the decision to build, and making
provision in the cashflow for large
sums of money to go into reinvestment can be very difficult
in years of low payout when cash
surpluses can be very small.
Whilst our discussion was created
from an issue on a dairy farm, the
underlying concept is common to
all of the primary industries and in

fact in most commercial industries
too.  Supply and demand, political
pressure, expectations of our
consumers and what ultimately
shapes how suppliers around the
globe produce and share their
products with the world.
That is the key part of the
Agribusiness curriculum — applied,
context-based learning that spans
the entire primary sector, from farm
gate and rural supplies businesses
through to the consumer looking to
buy the product.  
Participating in this small way with
the students is incredibly rewarding.  
Their questions were very good at
helping us reflect on how we do
things, why we do them and what’s
really at stake. Seeing them gain
a headstart into multiple, vibrant,
career pathways with nothing but
opportunity for motivated young
students in an environment where
they can see the industry operating
on their doorstep is something
incredibly special.
- Louise Cook
Demonstration Manager
Owl Farm
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Memories and music
inspire artwork
Art is not only for the artist’s enjoyment but the viewers as well.
This is something Year 12 Samantha Callaghan learned through the
National Youth Art Awards.
St Peter’s had 11 artists entered in
the competition. Samantha won
the Printmaking Award worth $500
with an etching called Soul Sole.
The artwork sold the evening of the
awards presentation.
“Learning art at St Peter’s has
helped me with critical thinking,
being organised, and my writing
skills. Through art I’ve been able to
express myself and put my ideas
out there in ways that are visually
pleasing and enjoyable for me to
create,” she says.
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“Seeing my work up on a wall
and have people talk to me about
what they’ve taken away from my
artwork, all their different views, it
was quite inspiring.”
Most of her inspiration comes from
past experiences and music.
“These two things have had a strong
influence in my inspiration and
the direction my art is headed in.
Sometimes when I’m a little stuck
on what to do, taking photos of
things that I love and looking at

them laid in front of me helps me
pick a composition,” she explains.
Samantha takes NCEA Level 2 Art.
St Peter’s also offers the subject
to International Baccalaureate
students.

Paintings ensure children
not forgotten
St Peter’s is the first school in New
Zealand to take part in the Memory
Project. It is an initiative inviting
artists from around the world to
paint portraits of children who have
faced abuse, neglect, violence,
adversity or extreme poverty.
The project allows St Peter’s
students to build feelings of
international friendship and
solidarity and gain insight into what
makes other people feel special.
In 2016 Haiti was battered by
Hurricane Matthew, the most
powerful Caribbean hurricane in
nearly a decade. Two years on, the
people of Haiti are still struggling.
Although our students can’t be there
to help physically, the school’s art
club, Art: Talk the Talk, has been
painting portraits for young children.
It’s an opportunity for our students
to practise kindness and global
awareness. Our artists are
encouraging the children’s courage,
resilience and strength.
Haiti received the St Peter’s
paintings earlier this year. Every
child who receives a portrait has a
different story. Some live in refugee
camps, others have lost their
families and others live in poverty.
Teachers Faith Thomas and Sara
Loughnane believe the artworks
are a fantastic way to make sure the
children feel valued as individuals.
Aid agencies provide support
for the necessities of life, food,
water, shelter, and medicine but
restoring and nurturing wellbeing
is more complex. It is hoped this
international project addresses some
of those needs.
St Peter’s students took care to
create portraits that resembled each
individual, working from photographs
of the children, When they received
the paintings, they also received a
personal note the artists had written
about themselves.
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To a world of
Performing Arts Opportunites
Stephen Morton-Jones and
Michael Schroeder

We are fanatical about the
Performing Arts at St Peter’s, and
it is a big part of our curriculum.
Students are encouraged to
participate in an array of musical
ensembles, dance troupes,
productions and activities. We
grow and nurture creativity, share
the passion, teach precision and
encourage collaboration.
With a vision for pathways in the
Arts, our Performing Arts team are
committed to supporting the goals,
dreams and aspirations of every
student.
Our Director of Performing Arts,
Stephen Morton-Jones, was
appointed at the beginning of Term
3, 2018.
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Stephen has been a staple of the
New Zealand jazz scene since his
return to the country in 2000 after
spending a few years performing
and studying music in Europe and
the United States.
As an alto and soprano saxophone
specialist, Stephen has performed
and recorded regularly with
many of Auckland’s leading jazz
musicians. Stephen has performed
at many national festivals and
has been part of the headline
acts several times at the annual
Tauranga Jazz and Blues Festival.
A passionate educator, Stephen
has managed music programmes
and conducted a large range of
ensembles at other prestigious
schools. He has a passion for

musical theatre and believes that
involvement in the arts is of great
value to all students.
Joining Stephen in a head role of
the team is Michael Schroeder,
Head of Faculty Performing Arts.  
Michael is a multi-instrumentalist
and specialises in percussion and
music technologies. He believes
that now is an excellent time and
opportunity to prepare students
with a future focus in music.
Leading groups, such as our
junior and senior percussion
ensembles, as well as overseeing
the Commercial Music Programme,
allows Michael the opportunity to
take students in new directions,
using both traditional and emerging
technologies.

Building foundations of

MUSIC

As a new member of staff at St Peter’s I
am confronted with a wonderful problem
to have. That is, in an already highquality Performing Arts department,
how do I add further value? The answer,
I believe, lies in developing a clear
pathway plan that takes advantage of
being a Year 7–13 school. In particular,
I see a great opportunity to lay solid
music foundations with our Year 7 and 8
students with a clear pathway plan to our
top Performing Arts groups.
There are a few excellent examples
of high schools in New Zealand that
incorporate this development/feeder
ensemble pathway approach in their
music programmes. These lead to elite
level groups that achieve the highest
of heights consistently, year after year.
Some of these programmes I have been
privileged to play my own small part in
nurturing and supporting in the past.  
From next year, to lay the foundations for
this pathway model, we are excited to
introduce two new feeder ensembles for
Year 7 and 8 students. These ensembles
will provide students the opportunity to
explore string and wind instruments as
part of an orchestra lesson. Instruments
will be provided by the school free of
charge so that any student who wants
to give it a go will be able to. We want
to foster and grow a passion for music in
these students without any restriction to
entry.
The idea behind it is to build the
foundations of music in younger students
and to help them choose an instrument
that in time will enable them to join our
high-performance, elite music ensembles.
Above all else, however, I hope the
students will have fun, and get a taste
of the richness we experience through
making music!
- Stephen Morton-Jones
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Musical Theatre
Academy
This year St Peter’s launched
the inaugural Musical Theatre
Academy. An enthusiastic pool of
talented students auditioned for
the programme, with 31 students
(Year 7–13) gaining places in the
academy.
Students were cast with the view
to growing a ‘triple threat’ (singing,
dancing and acting) skill set. Each
student brought different strengths
and experience to the ensemble,
some seasoned dancers, others
confident singers or actors, and
all were excited and nervous to
combine their existing talents with
new skills to develop their potential
in the multidisciplinary world of
musical theatre.
Once selected for the programme,
the academy students began
their weekly dance classes with
Michaela Gilling, which included
basic technique, tap dance and
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performance choreography.
Students also began weekly acting
classes, exploring naturalistic
acting technique, scene work,
ensemble building, musical theatre
history and showcase rehearsal.
Students in the academy undertake
weekly private vocal lessons,
as well as a one on one session
with Estill Voice Certified Master
Teacher Julia Booth to identify their
individual Attractor State profile,
which provided insight into how
they habitually use their voice in
speech and singing.
A highlight for the academy
students was the intensive weekend
‘Focus Sessions’, which explored
important additional skills for
musical theatre performers.
The first of these focused on
Performance Psychology with
Christine Sidwell, where students
engaged in critical self-reflection,

discovering how they worked when
they were presenting their ‘best
self’, and how to capitalise on their
natural character strengths.
Another Focus Session
concentrated on audition skills,
where they learned the importance
of preparation, owning their time
in the audition room, how to
communicate with an accompanist
and what directors and casting
directors are looking for. Students
watched a video of musical theatre
professionals who are working
overseas giving advice just for the
Musical Theatre Academy. Many
commented how valuable and
surprising it was to learn what the
people “on the other side of the
table” were thinking when they cast
a show.
The final showcase performance,
Seize The Day, was a culmination
of the Academy students’ learning

and a highlight of the cultural year
at St Peter’s. Backed by a threepiece band, complete with sound,
lighting, props and costumes,
students performed nine beautiful
and exciting works from the musical
theatre canon, spanning from the
toe-tapping Anything Goes, which
was first performed in 1934, to last
year’s Tony Award Winning Best
Musical Dear Evan Hansen.

self-analysis and allowing their
performance a life of its own —
discovering through experience the
elusive ‘performance magic’.
Looking around the theatre there
were more than a few tears in the
eyes of proud parents as students
surpassed what even their families
thought they were capable of.
- Scott Hall
Lead Academy Teacher

Watching the students perform
with such energy and commitment,
I was most proud of the individual
development in each student.
For some performers that meant
singing a solo when they had only
ever been featured as a dancer in
the past or sustaining a character
role with impact throughout a
number. For others, it meant having
the confidence to step out from
the safety of the group and own
the stage, while for others still, it
meant letting go of control and
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Aspire
Dancers showcase
incredible talent
The Aspire Dance Showcase is about showing
off the exceptional dance talent that exists at
St Peter’s, with an element of competition. It’s
an annual event and this year, we had over 80
students participate.
We would like to give a big thank you to
everyone who helped out, especially our
esteemed adjudicator Harrietanne Embling.
There were six major trophies awarded on the
night:
• Free Spirit Trophy for the Best Solo
Performance: Stella Soar
• Pas de Duex for the Best Duet Performance:
Paris Bibby and Kira Morrison
• Aspire Award for the Best Group
Performance: Rise Up
• St Peter’s School Award for Excellence in
Choreography: Taylor Bourke
• Prep (Year 7 and 8) Rising Star Award for the
Best Overall Prep Performer: Oscar Crafts
• Caroline Gill Trophy for the Best Overall
Performance: Rise Up
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WHOLE SCHOOL
takes to the stage

House Music represents an
opportunity for all students across
the school to experience the buzz
of being on stage and performing.
Every year the Houses gather to
practise and perform a range
of songs in four categories:
Junior House, Senior House,
Full House, and House
Rock. The standard of
items presented is always
high, and the day is filled
with strong feelings of
enjoyment by everyone
involved. Creative props
and costuming combined
with some groovy
choreography added to
what was once again a
wonderful celebration
of music!

Event

Emma Coley performing as part of
Chandler House music celebration
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For this year’s competition, a stand
out feature was the remarkable
leadership skills demonstrated by
the House leaders. It was great to
hear them engage with the other
students in such a positive and
productive manner.
Of particular highlight were the
winning performances of Swears’
Junior House and Chandler’s
Senior House. These two groups
went to another level with singing
harmonies, musical complexity,
costuming and choreography.
The most difficult section to
adjudicate was House Rock. There
were only fractions of points
separating each group, leaving
Chandler and Hanna 2nd equal.
Congratulations and thanks to all
the students for putting on such a
fun and entertaining day!

Thornton

Chandler

Hanna

Swears

Full House

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Junior House

3rd

4th

2nd

1st

Senior House

4th

1st

2nd

3rd

House Rock

3rd

2nd=

2nd=

1st
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“I chose St Peter’s for
Performing Arts,
Rowing & Biology”
Liberty, Year 12

- Liberty, Year 11

WHAT WILL
YOU DO?
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PODIUM LODGE
Where Good Sports Stay

A modern 86 bed facility
offering a unique accommodation
experience, located just 1km
from St Peter’s gates
T 07 974 1710

www.podiumlodge.co.nz

We are owned and operated by the
Brian Perry Charitable Trust and 100% of
all proceeds are returned to the community

Enjoy a

St Peter’S
10% diScount
whEn booking

with a young Tall Fern
Charlisse Leger-Walker
represented New Zealand
at the Commonwealth
Games this year. She
shares some insight on her
experience and how she
got to where she is.

Was getting to the Commonwealth
Games one of your goals and how
did you achieve it?
The Commonwealth Games was
definitely a goal I wanted to
achieve; however, I did not think
that I would be going so young.
Prior to the games, we had two
training camps. The first one a trial
to make the team and the second
was a pre-tournament camp in
Australia to get prepared for the
games. I achieved this by working
really hard in the camps and not
shying away from opportunities
despite my age. I really tried to take
on the information that the coaches
and players were giving me.

Is it true that you’re the youngest
Tall Fern?
There has been a lot of discussion
around who was the youngest Tall
Fern. I know that my sister was also
16 when she first played for the Tall
Ferns, so I think there are a couple
of others but not many. It’s quite
cool to know that I’ve played for
the top women’s basketball team in
New Zealand, and it’s a real honour
to start playing for them so young.
On the court, however, I don’t feel
like the youngest because all the
girls and the coaching staff just
treat me like a player, which is
great.

What are your long-term goals for
your basketball career?
My long-term goals in the future are
first to finish school and then get a
basketball scholarship to the United
States in which I would get a free
education to finish my studies and
get my degree. So I would then play
four years of college basketball.

Photo: NZ Basketball
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After that, I want to look at playing
professionally in the WNBA (the
equivalent of men’s NBA) or play
professionally in Europe.

How has being at St Peter’s helped
with your sporting needs?
St Peter’s has amazing facilities so
it’s a privilege to even be able to
train every day with these resources.
The gym is amazing and because
of St Peter’s new strength and
conditioning programme, it has
really helped me improve my fitness,
strength and mobility which is
important for basketball. Not only is
the quality of the facilities amazing
but the level of coaching is highly
ranked in New Zealand.
Our coach, Leanne Walker, my mum,
has coached me since I was three,
so having her at St Peter’s is great
as she continues working with me.
She represented New Zealand at
two Olympic Games and multiple
world cups. So to be able to grow
up under her guidance and also
alongside my older sister Krystal
Leger-Walker, who is now playing at
Northern Colorado in the States, it
has definitely helped me so far with
basketball.

Does being in the Commonwealth
Games team automatically make you
a member of the Tall Ferns, or do you
need to qualify a different way? How
does it work?
Every year the Tall Ferns will retrial
because a lot of the girls who
are able to play for the team are
unavailable at certain times of the
year due to college commitments
and other pro contract commitments.
So every time a new tournament will
come up they will retrial with the

available people. The next step for
the Tall Ferns will be focusing on
qualifying for the 2020 Olympics
which they will compete in next
year.

Who are some of your role models
and why?
My biggest role models in terms of
all round life are my parents. They
have sacrificed a lot to provide
for both of my sisters and me
academically and sporting wise.
They are some of the hardest
working people I know in my life
and I look up to them hugely for
that.

How does it feel to represent your
country and wear the NZ emblem?
It is always an honour to represent
the fern at any age group for
New Zealand. I love being able to
play for my family, my school, my
association and for everyone who
has helped in any way to continue
to grow in basketball and to keep
playing to this day. It gives me a
huge sense of pride when receiving
the uniform and being able to
be connected with some of the
best players in New Zealand to
compete against the top athletes
in the world. I also love that I get to
continue the legacy my mum and
sister started to create and hope
that I can contribute and add to it
throughout my career.

Photo: NZ Basketball
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1st XV defend
their national title

Our coach wants
each player
to learn, and
appreciate, what
the game is like
for the player
standing next
to you.
- Cam Roigard, Year 13
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St Peter’s is the first school since
2011 to win the title of National
Co-Ed Champions in consecutive
seasons, having once again won
the New Zealand Barbarian Trophy
after a victory over Rangiora High
School 33-26. This came after a
very convincing win against semifinalists Mount Albert Grammar
School only two days earlier, 55-18.
The winning try in the final was
scored with five minutes remaining
by Andrew Viane, smashing through
the last line of defence after a
persistent attack, despite having
lost his boot a couple of phases
earlier!
The team has had some tough
games this season, but each one

of these enabled them to show
their technical ability, as well as
their mental stamina and character.
After narrowly missing out on
playing local rival St Paul’s in the
CNI (Central North Island) Cup Final
after a very close loss to Feilding,
regaining the title of National CoEd Champions was a great way
to finish the season. The icing on
the cake is Year 13 member Simon
Parker being selected for the New
Zealand Secondary Schools Rugby
squad.
The 1st XV has been coached
by St Peter’s Director of Rugby,
Sean Hohneck. Sean is a former
professional New Zealand rugby
player who played for the NZ

Maori, Chiefs and Waikato. He was
supported by Assistant Coach Will
Helu, former Tongan International,
and Manager Elliot Sharp.
The team members have benefited
greatly from Sean’s coaching.
Within four years of working here,
the 1st XV has won the National CoEd title twice.
“Our coach wants each player to
learn, and appreciate, what the
game is like for the player standing
next to you,” says 1st XV halfback
Cam Roigard.

Photo: Aaron Davies
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Fantastic year for U15s
The St Peter’s Under 15s rugby
team have had a hugely successful
2018 season. Not only are they
the 2018 winners of the Waikato
Secondary School U15 Andrew
Strawbridge Cup, but also the
Lindisfarne Under 15 Tournament.
The majority of the boys are in
our Year 10 Rugby Academy. The
season kicked off with a camp,
which was a great opportunity
for some team bonding and fun
activities together, including rafting
down the Kaituna River.
The team had a promising season,
only suffering two defeats the
whole season. One of those losses
was against Hamilton Boys High
School, who they faced again in the
Waikato final, winning 10–0.
Whilst the typical rugby season had
come to an end, this gutsy team
weren’t ready to call it quits. At
the beginning of September they
travelled down to the Lindisfarne
U15 tournament in Gisborne, an
event attracting quality oppositions
from around the North Island. The
three pool games were won very
convincingly, as was the final,
awarding them the trophy that
hasn’t been in St Peter’s hands
since 2012.
This team can be very proud of
what they have achieved this
season. Every single team member
has contributed to the success,
both in the local competition and
the Lindisfarne Tournament. An
acknowledgement also to coaches
Tyrone Maullin and Dion Berryman
and Manager Ian Stewart. We are
incredibly thankful for the hard
work and dedication you have given
to this team.
One last fixture before they packed
the jerseys away was held against
a visiting Tonga U15 team. It was
a unique opportunity for the boys
to not only test themselves on the
field, but enjoy a special cultural
experience. They won 22–19.
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“I chose St Peter’s for
the Rugby Academy,
Boarding & Agriculture”
- Jonty, Year 10

WHAT WILL
YOU DO?
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Taking
your sport
overseas
Ally Wollaston in Switzerland

Working hard at your chosen sport can take you all
over the world, and that is demonstrated by a lot of
students at St Peter’s. Wearing the uniform of their
country is often one of their proudest moments.
Both Ally Wollaston and Finn
Fisher-Black had outstanding
results at the Junior World Cycling
Championships in Switzerland.

Ally and her teammates McKenzie
Milne, Sami Donnelly and
Annamarie Lipp fought hard for
their silver medal in their race.

Finn and the Junior Men’s team
pursuit team won gold at the Junior
World Championships in Aigle,
Switzerland.

Finn, as a first year U19, made it
through to the bronze medal rideoff in the Individual Pursuit. After
a massive two days of competition
leading into the Individual Pursuit
he fell short, to end up just outside
the medals in 4th.

The team of Finn, George Jackson,
Corbin Strong and Bailey O’Donnell
matched France in the 4km race in
a very tight battle until they opened
up a 3-second lead, crossing the
finish line with a time of 4:01:685.

This is an outstanding achievement
after three team pursuit rides on his
legs and the fact he is one of the
youngest riders in the competition.

Finn Fisher-Black in Switzerland
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Brooke Kilmister and Becki Leigh
represented New Zealand in rowing
at the same time as Ally and Finn
were cycling for their country.
The Junior World Rowing
Championships were held in Racice
in Prague.
They were busy training throughout
the winter. Becki rowed for the
New Zealand Women’s Quad, and
Brooke was in the Women’s Four.
Brooke won a gold medal, and
Becki finished 3rd in the B Final
for an overall ranking of 9th in the
Junior Women’s Quad.
Our students are achieving
international medals in a range of
sports. Will Leigh and April Foster
competed at the Barefoot Waterski
World Championships in Canada
earlier this year.
Will skiied in Tricks, Slalom, and
Jump in the Open Men’s division
and Junior Boy’s division. He came
home with a silver medal in Junior
Boy’s Tricks, a bronze in Junior
Boy’s Jump and bronze for 3rd
Overall Junior Boy.

April competed in all three events
in the Junior Girl’s division, making
the finals in all three. She came
home with a bronze medal for 3rd
Overall Junior Girl and exceeded
her personal best.
They were both awarded a bronze
medal as part of the NZ Junior
Team who placed 3rd overall.
This was Will’s fifth time
representing New Zealand
and his eighth time competing
internationally. These include three
world championships, two Asia
Oceania championships, two USA
National championships, and one
Australian national championships.
April has been barefoot waterskiing
for about five years. She also
competed at the last world
championships in Wisconsin, USA,
in 2016.

April and Will

With the support of the school’s
coaches and their own hard work,
young students are competing at
high levels all around the world.

Brooke Kilmister

Will Leigh in Canada

Beckie Leigh
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Lacrosse girls
National Champions
Setting goals at the beginning of the season and never losing sight of
them is what helped the Premier Lacrosse team achieve the title of
New Zealand Secondary School Champions.

The girls worked hard for the win.
They trained five times a week:
two game sessions with their
coach Tasha Singh, a strength and
conditioning session, a fitness
session, and at least one session of
extra wall ball and stick skills. They
were getting up as early as 5.30am
for some of their training sessions.
“I could not be more proud of the
girls this year,” says Tasha. “I knew
from the very beginning of the
season that this was going to be
our best chance of being national
champions. We set our goals at the
beginning of the year and never let
go of them.”
“There has been lots of progress
this year, especially on their overall
fitness, and I think the strength and
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conditioning sessions have played a
key role in that,” says Tasha.
The only setbacks were a few
injuries along the way which
couldn’t be helped, but the girls
were all in peak condition and
healed quickly.
Tasha says the other main
challenge they had was winning
every game each weekend without
too much competition. They won
the Waikato Secondary School
Championships with ease.
“It’s a good problem to have but
then you are not really seeing the
realistic level that you are playing
at.” But they knew Epsom Girls,
who they played in the NZSS Final,
would be a lot tougher than some
of the other Waikato teams.

I am most proud of
our team when we
are all connecting
well. In games our
passes are accurate
and we are able to
take risks because
we believe in
the ability of our
teammates.
- Sophie Unsworth
Captain
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Football girls undefeated
in the Waikato
Winning the Waikato League was
a big goal for our 1st XI football
girls, but it’s one they achieved
seamlessly. While there were a
couple of close games, especially
against known rivals Hamilton
Girls’ High School and Hillcrest
High School, St Peter’s went
through the league winning all
games. We took out the title nine
points ahead of Hillcrest, who
placed second.
Coach Jeremy Cutler said the girls
showed great commitment over the
2018 season. They had two weekly
strength and conditioning sessions,
football training and a three-day
training camp during the school
holidays.
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“While the camp was an
opportunity to work on football, it
was also about creating motivation
and a strong team culture,” he said.
As well as some tough training
sessions, the players attended
guest speaker workshops on sports
psychology, nutrition and relative
energy deficiency in sports.

Butler, Abby Cook, Sophie Daly,
Amber Harris, Brooke Kilmister
and Josephine Oosterhuis.
These players have given so
much to football during their
time at St Peter’s, the team has
benefitted from their leadership,
commitment and passion towards
the sport.

Several of the players were
selected for representative teams.
Shannon Trebes and Rylee Godbold
were selected for the New Zealand
U17s and Georgia Cutler was
selected for the Waikato Bay of
Plenty U14 Age Group Team.

As with a lot of sports at
St Peter’s, the 1st XI football girls
had fantastic support from the
St Peter’s community.

This year we farewell our Year
13 players Caitlin Burns, Ruby

Gold Coast
football tour

Playing a sport at St Peter’s often
leads to overseas opportunities.
Earlier this year our 1st XI boys
football team travelled to the
Gold Coast as part of the ongoing
development for the extended
squad of the 2018 season.
The tour provided 18 players the
opportunity to train and play on
a daily basis, which included 7am
gym sessions, 8am pool recovery
sessions and 11am training field
sessions.
There were five games during the
tour and St Peter’s won every game.
All of our players got the chance
to build a strong football culture
and bond as an extended group
of players. The daily challenges
of training and playing extended
their broader understanding both
mentally and physically.
The meals provided were all of the
highest in nutrition, providing the
boys with the appropriate intake
of food to sustain a high-intensity
week.
A full-time physio was a part of
the travelling party, who provided
excellent coverage of medical

attention across the full squad. This
certainly allowed the players to be
at their peak on a daily basis.
The games provided the variation
in challenges that we were looking
for. Each game provided time for
each individual player to adapt to
the requirements of the playing
strategy. Combinations within the
team structure were constantly
being monitored and changed
where needed.
All players displayed a truly
professional attitude no matter
what environment they were in.
Whether travelling on the bus, a
plane, within the complex of or
at a game fixture, they certainly
represented the school in an
excellent way.
The team consisted of a range
of ages, which was a really good
position to have, as this tour
provided the outcome for the
current Year 13s for their last year
of school, and the younger students
who will be the base of the 1st XI
team over the next few years. The
team spirit was very strong and
certainly developed over the weeklong programme.
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Partnership Producing

NEXT OLYMPIANS
Since its opening in 2014, the Avantidrome has provided
a world class training facility at St Peter’s with multiple
training sessions a week, access to great racing and the
inspiration of having New Zealand’s best riders on display
nearly every day,

St Peter’s students have every
opportunity to emulate their heroes
on the track and some are well on
their way.
For the third year in a row, the
school has a world champion in
their midst with Finn Fisher-Black’s
gold medal in the 2018 Junior World
Team Pursuit following up world
titles by Ellesse Andrews in 2016
and 2017.

first step, but it’s amazing to see the
rapid progress that our riders make,
with some becoming New Zealand
champions within a year of starting
the sport.”
He says the fact that students
can train all year round in an
indoor facility is a big factor in
accelerating the riders’ learning and
the development of their strength,
power and endurance.

This year was also notable for the
fact that two riders from the school
won world championship medals
with Ally Wollaston taking silver in
the Women’s Team Pursuit.

“With multiple events throughout
the year for riders to participate
in, anytime is a good time to start,
as there will always be something
major to target coming up.”

The path to these excellent results
has been several years in the
making but certainly having the
access to such a great facility and
the St Peter’s Cycling Academy
has smoothed the way to achieving
these fantastic feats.

The school also encourages
participation in the sport by
incorporating Year 8 and Year 10
track cycling physical education
classes in its curriculum, and many
riders have found their way into the
sport via this pathway.

So where does it start?

“The Year 7 and 8 school is one of
our strongest groups,” says Tim.
“They have had some outstanding
results this year with large numbers
attending our weekly sessions and
medals at New Zealand, North
Island and Waikato Championships.”

“Anyone is welcome to come and
give it a go,” says head cycling
coach and former Olympian Tim
Carswell.
“Everyone has to start somewhere
and it can be daunting to make that

With the introduction of the first
New Zealand Schools Track
Championships at the Avantidrome
in March, school track cycling is
experiencing a boom in numbers
and the school was excited to have
its students featuring prominently
at this inaugural event.
The recent North Island Secondary
Schools Championships was also
a happy hunting ground with the
school winning the title of top
males’ school on overall points
as well as Ally Wollaston and
Jack Caswell being named most
outstanding female and male riders
respectively for the championships.
“Our goal is to keep producing
champions,” says Tim.
“It has been amazing to see
Ellesse step straight out of school
into the National team at the
Commonwealth Games. I’m sure
Finn and Ally won’t be far behind
and our younger riders like Frankie
Wright, Kane Foster and Hamish
Banks will all be names to look for
in the future”.

Top: Head Cycling Coach Tim Carswell
instructs Year 8 students Peter Bennett
and Payton Hazlehurst
Left middle: Paul Rettkowicz and
Hamish Banks
Left bottom: Kane Foster
Lewis Johnston, Year 9
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Right: Jess Carswell
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Producing geat hockey players
The future is looking bright for
hockey at St Peter’s. The junior
11-aside team was crowned the
top intermediate school team for
the Waikato, and a number of our
students have been selected for
Waikato teams.
The determination of the juniors
couldn’t be faulted. Throughout the
season the team had many injuries
and at times found it a challenge
to field a full team. However,
instead of giving up they went from
strength to strength.
Every team member trained twice a
week at 6.45am, commencing with
a 1.6km run.
Coach Tracy Holdaway said they
never took their eye off the prize.
“They were a strong team unit and
worked together when needed.
Their team culture was so strong
that in their own time during
morning tea, lunch, and after
school, they would go to the turf
together to practise what they had
been taught.”
Four of our junior players were
selected for rep teams. Anna
McLean (Collier Rep), Joseph
Smith (Hatch Rep), Connor Jones
(Hatch Rep), and Samara Holdaway
(Development Hatch).

“I will now be playing stronger
teams with fitter, faster players,
which will increase the challenge,”
he said.
“I am looking forward to meeting
some new friends who I may play
with for the rest of my life, and
carrying on the proud tradition of
wearing Waikato colours.”
We are also celebrating
achievements of some of our older
hockey players.
Jessica Scatchard made the U15
Girls’ team, Will Montgomerie and
Sam Minett made the U15 Boys’
team, and Jessie Holdaway and
Bella Anderson made the U15
Development team.
Will was in the team last year, too.
“My long-term goal is to make it into
the wider regional team, Midlands,
when I meet the required age
group, and from there, to represent
New Zealand,” he said.
“My training schedule will be busy,
with seven trainings over six days.
But hockey is a very skill-based
sport so it pushes you to practise
by yourself.

“I am extremely grateful for the
support I have had over this hockey
season. My coach Cameron Collins
has inspired me to be the best I
possibly can be, and without his
coaching and support I don’t feel
I could have achieved the goals I
have,” said Anna.
Joseph said the representation
selection was a step along his
hockey pathway.
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Sam Minett - Photo: Jess Aldred

Snowsports gaining
popularity
St Peter’s supports a large range
of sports, including snowboarding
and skiing.
Earlier this year Meghan Hood
represented New Zealand at the
Whistler Cup, an international event
run for U16 and U14 skiers. It was
run on the slopes of the 2010 Winter
Olympics.
Most of Meghan’s competitors had
the benefit of training over an entire
winter in the Northern Hemisphere,
whilst the Kiwi team had just two
weeks of training under Olympian
coaches Ben Griffin and Willis
Feasey.
She placed 31st out of 72 girls
in the Super G, which is a long
speed event. Most of the girls
competing at the event will be
seen internationally in the future,
representing their countries as
Olympians.  
Her two other events — SG and
Slalom — were two races with
combined times.
“Ski racing is a brutal sport as
differences in placing are down to
0.01 of a second. You can go from
hero to zero in 0.5 of a second,”
Meghan said.
St Peter’s also had students
competing at the Waikato
Secondary Schools’ Ski and
Snowboard Championships.
Ruby Rogers won gold in the
Snowboard Giant Slalom and gold
in the Board Freestyle Jam.
Two of our male snowboarders
finished on the podium in the
Freestyle Jam category; Seb Fraser
(silver) and George Thorpe (bronze).
Seb also finished 12th in the Giant
Slalom.
Our skiers performed consistently
to finish 1-‒ 2 on the podium with
Christian Stewart (gold) and Joshua

Brown (silver) dominating
the Ski Freestyle Jam competition.
Trent Morris narrowly missed the
podium with a strong performance
in the Ski Giant Slalom just missing
out on 3rd, followed by Jaden
Kaempfe and Matt Rorison.
Bridget Speed also narrowly missed
bronze by .05 second in the Ski
Giant Slalom.
Snowboarder Ashton Towers was
our highest finisher in the Giant
Slalom with 10th place.
Photo: Megan Hood
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BATTLING IT OUT
AT TOURNAMENT WEEK
Adam Langlands in a game against Bethlehem

All our students and staff worked
very hard in the lead up to and
during Tournament Week 2018
which was reflected in the overall
very pleasing results. Our teams
and individuals won or placed in
the top 3 for over 60% of the games
played. With 15 of the 18 teams or
individuals placing in the top 10.
Our 1st XV Rugby were National
Co-Ed Champions. Lacrosse won
their first ever girls National title
six years after the sport starting
at the school. The U15 Rugby boys
won their tournament down at
Lindisfarne and the Senior Girls
Basketball won the regionals. Our
Golf Team just missed out on a
National title finishing 2nd and our
Junior Boys Basketball placed in
a very respectable 2nd place. Our
Indoor Rock Climbing team fought
hard for their 3rd place in the
Mixed Team and also District Team
divisions.

We also had a large number of
standout performances from
our individual competitors.
Focus Jonglikit placing 1st   and
Ing Iadpluem 3rd in a highly
contested NZ Golf Girls Age Group
Championships. St Peter’s cyclists
made their presence felt at the
Northern Tour held in Auckland,
winning a total of five gold, three
silver, and two bronze. Jack
Carswell claimed u16 Boys Overall
Winner and Sprint Ace. Frankie
Wright mimicked his performance,
winning the U13 Boys Overall and
Sprint Ace categories. Samantha
Strick and Alex Brannigan placed
3rd in the Senior Girls and Senior
Boys Indoor Rock Climbing
competition held locally in
Hamilton.
All our teams responded superbly
to all the challenges presented to
them during Tournament Week.

Focus Jonglikit and Ing Iadpluem, 1st and
3rd in the NZ Age Group Tournament
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They were a credit to themselves
and St Peter’s with a steady stream
of positive feedback on their
exemplary sportsmanship both
on and off the field. Despite some
results not having the desired
outcome, the students all continued
to rise to the occasion each and
every day.
Tournament Week and sport at
St Peter’s is a vital ingredient in
producing well-rounded young
men and women. We are confident
they will be focused, determined
and resilient, ready to face the
challenges that our modern world
will present to them.

TEAMING UP

WITH PHYSIOTHERAPISTS
ST PETER’S HAVE TEAMED UP WITH THE CAMBRIDGE BODY PERFORMANCE CLINIC,
HELPING STUDENTS AND STAFF GET BACK ON TRACK AFTER AN INJURY.

The clinic operates like a normal
physiotherapist, but it is based on
site at the school’s Robb Sports
Centre.
“It’s not like a normal triage clinic
where we bandage you up and off
you go,” said Body Performance
Director, Hannah Newlands.
“We have longer consultation times
than the industry average, and we
are working with nurses, coaches
and boarding staff to support the
students,” she said.
“We have a holistic view and a
wellness view, which fits in well
with St Peter’s philosophies and it
means more people are supporting
the students in their care and
rehabilitation.”
Everything the therapists do is
based on movement and exercise
for medicine. This sometimes
means students don’t have to miss
their sports training, and instead
could tailor treatment to suit them
and their healing process.
“Most people think that a
physiotherapist is only necessary
after an injury, but a lot of what
we do is around prevention,” said
Hannah.
An ‘injury surveillance’ programme
has also been set up with the

coaches. They will look at injuries
happening over the season, and
then again at the end of the season.
This will show what injuries are
occurring the most and at what time
of the year they are happening.
The physiotherapists then have
a chance to work with coaches
to tweak drills or change training
styles.
“We want to get rid of the stigma
that athletes need to tough through
it and keep going. The coaches
want to help, they want to help their
team members heal so they can be
back in the game in a healthy way,”
said Hannah.
Both the physiotherapists, Craig
and Alysha, are highly skilled and
we are lucky to have them on board.
Craig has over 17 years’ experience
working as a physiotherapist in both
musculoskeletal private practice
and for a variety of sporting
organisations. He is a two-time
Olympic (London 2012, Rio 2016)
and Commonwealth Games (Gold
Coast, 2018) physiotherapist, and
has travelled extensively to support
athletes at many other international
sporting competitions.
Alysha also has more than 17 years’
experience as a physiotherapist.
Most recently this has included six

years as a lead provider at HighPerformance Sports New Zealand’s
Auckland base. Her passion is to
equip and empower her patients to
prevent and overcome injury.
She completed her Masters of
Health Practice in Rehabilitation in
2016 with a focus on therapeutic
exercise and evidence-based
rehabilitation methods.  Alysha
has also represented Waikato in
cycling, netball, and athletics, and
also represented NZ in Triathlon
and adventure racing.
The Performance Body Clinic
currently sponsors 66 St Peter’s
athletes for winter sport and will do
another round of sponsorship when
summer sports are back.
Director of Sport Nic Slade is
thrilled about St Peter’s partnership
with the Body Performance Clinic.
“Their knowledge and expertise
will be invaluable to the school’s
sporting programme. It is fantastic
to align ourselves with a company
that takes their vast experience
from the high-performance
backgrounds and applies this in a
school environment in a way that is
of benefit to all students at
St Peter’s,” he said.
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Out and about at

AIMS Games
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AIMS is the International
Championships for Intermediate
and Middle Schools. During the
week students have opportunities
to enhance their leadership skills,
continue to improve on their ability
to work as part of a team and also
develop resilience.
The tournament gives 11, 12 and
13-year-olds a chance to compete
as individuals or in a team against
the best in their age in 22 different
sports. St Peter’s students
represented the school in netball,
football, rugby, cross country,
hockey, golf, swimming, BMX,
badminton, and table tennis.

This year we sent more than 60
Year 7 and 8 students to AIMS
Games in Tauranga for a chance
to continue the well-rounded
education that they receive. The
tournament was held from Sunday,
9th September to Friday, 14th
September.
St Peter’s students competed the
following sports: Netball, football,
rugby, cross country, hockey, golf,
swimming, table tennis and BMX.
The aim of the event is to provide
opportunities for the students to
compete at an elite level, be active,
and celebrate fair play.
Since its inception in 2014, AIMS
has grown from 760 competitors
representing 17 schools and four
sports to embracing more than
10,000 competitors from 320
schools around New Zealand,
Tonga, and the Cook Islands.
Rock climbing and futsal made their
debut at the tournament this year.
The event is nearing capacity in a
lot of team sports such as netball
and rugby, so the ‘minority’ sports
will be a source of growth in the
future.
We really appreciate what a
supportive parent group we have at

St Peter’s for making trips like this
possible for the students in terms
of financing the week and also
providing assistance in numerous
roles throughout the week.
This event is fantastic in that not
only does it provide learnings
relevant to each of the sports
students are competing in but also
vital life skills that are necessary for
our students to be successful once
they leave the school.
By the numbers
Badminton

207 players

Basketball

107 teams

Bmx

95 riders

Canoe Slalom

46 paddlers

Cross Country

827 runners

Football

100 teams

Futsal

61 teams

Golf

61 players

Gymnastics

500 athletes

Hockey

92 teams

Multisport

265 athletes

Netball

124 teams

Rock Climbing

150 climbers

Rugby Sevens

57 teams

Squash

83 players

Swimming

374 swimmers

Table Tennis

182 players

Tennis

106 players

Waterpolo

33 teams

Yachting

80 sailors
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Atlanta Bruce and
Georgie Edegecombe
train wth Wintec
student Lydia Tuaiti

SPORTS COLLABORATION
BENEFITS ALL STUDENTS
By working together through a hands-on learning programme,
St Peter’s and Wintec are ensuring their students get the
sporting expertise they need.
Wintec students from the Master
of Science (Sport and Exercise) and
Postgraduate Diploma in Exercise
Science, plus other honours
students, are delivering strength
and conditioning training to St
Peter’s premier sports teams over
the next three years.

Wintec students also benefit from
mentorship provided by St Peter’s
head strength and conditioning
coach, Todd Barker, who has
shown that the key to delivering
a successful sporting programme
is to engage a student’s heart and
mind.

St Peter’s aspires to have one of
the best sporting programmes
in schools in New Zealand. The
school and its students benefit
from having the additional human
resources to work with athletes.

Todd was the strength and
conditioning coach for Waikato
Rugby for 10 years.
St Peter’s premier netball player
Georgie Edgecombe said working

with her Wintec mentor, Lydia Tuaiti
has been extremely beneficial.
“The strength and conditioning
sessions help me to develop my
strength, speed, power, stability,
and balance. They enable me to
prevent injuries throughout the
season,” she said.
“Lydia is a great trainer for the
netball girls. She helps us with all of
our techniques and makes sure we
are doing our exercises right.”

St Peter’s Director of Sport Nic
Slade said the strength and
conditioning programme was evergrowing.
“While most people will not go on
to high-performance sports, 90% of
students will train in the gym. It’s
to make all people at our school
gym-literate and teach them to
move correctly, whether they’re
into playing sports or not, to align
us with our school’s emphasis on
wellbeing,” he said.
Wintec’s Robyn Ferrier with student Jodie Hines
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“I chose St Peter’s
for the Opportunities,
Boarding & the IB Diploma”
- Patrick, Year 12

WHAT WILL
YOU DO?
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BOARDING AT ST PETER’S
Liberty Jack

PJ Latu

School House

Broadhurst House
has been a massive part of
my life at St Peter’s and the
department here is absolutely
amazing. I have been really
inspired by everything they do
in this department and have
definitely found a real love for
the industry which I hope to
pursue.

What have you enjoyed most
about St Peter’s?
St Peter’s provides the most
amazing opportunities that I love
to take up and make the most of.
I have been involved with the last
four school productions and have
found a real passion for performing.  
The school’s Performing Arts

What’s the best part about
being Head of House?
Becoming head of school
house has definitely been one
of the best things I have done
at this school. I have learnt
so much this year and it has
enabled me to interact with a
lot of the younger students of
the school. I think the best part
about being head of house is
definitely all the leadership
skills you learn and the
organisational skills you must
quickly obtain.

Blake Hamilton
Morris House
What have you enjoyed most
about St Peter’s?
What I have enjoyed about
St Peter’s is how friendly everyone
is. The boarding community allows
a lot of connection between
students of different age levels.
This means there are a lot of
friendships between people who
wouldn’t normally connect.
What’s the best part about being
Head of House?
The best thing about being Head of
House is getting to know all of the
people within my boarding house.
I can walk around any evening and
have a chat with any of the boys
about how their day was or how
their sports are going. I enjoy this
as it means I get to know them on a
more personal level.
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Best advice for someone coming
into boarding?
A piece of advice for someone
coming into boarding next year
would be don’t be afraid to be
outside of your comfort zone and
try new things. Take advantage of
all of the many opportunities at
St Peter’s, try everything at least
once so you get to know yourself
better.

What have you enjoyed most
about St Peter’s?
The rugby was a big part of my
move to St Peter’s and I have
thoroughly enjoyed it. I have also
enjoyed the strong friendships
I have made while being part
of Broadhurst House as well as
the wider boarding and school
community.
What’s the best part about being
Head of House?
I like being able to chill out with the
other boys who might come to me
for help, and working together with
them through their issues.
What will you miss most about
St Peter’s?
I will miss boarding and rugby.
Living with your friends and playing
football isn’t too bad of a lifestyle.
I’ll also miss the dining hall,
because you can never go wrong
with the food.
Best advice for someone coming
into boarding?
My advice is to enjoy the company
you have and everything the
boarding house has to offer you.
Especially when you’re a Year 13,
the year will fly by and you’ll be out
doing your own thing in no time.

Let’s hear from the Boarding House Leaders about what
they have to say about their time at St Peter’s…

Jackson Ellen

Sara Steffert

Oliphant House

Beaufort House

What have you enjoyed most
about St Peter’s?
The thing I have enjoyed most
about St Peter’s is the boarding
culture. Being able to stay in one
house through my whole course of
St Peter’s has built good friendships
and bonds along with a lot of good
and funny memories that you won’t
get anywhere other than St. Peter’s.
What’s the best part about being
Head of House?
The best part about being head
of Oliphant was the leadership
opportunities given to me and the
chance to see all the boys mature
and grow throughout the year.

What will you miss most
about St Peter’s?
What I will miss most from St
Peter’s is being with all my
brothers that I have lived with
for the past five years, on a
summer’s day out the front of
Oliphant playing basketball, or
tanning on the tramp.
Best advice for someone coming
into boarding?
Just have fun and make the
most of it, get out of your room
and hang out with all your other
house mates and you will have a
great time.

What have you enjoyed most
about St Peter’s?
Probably the friendships I have
made over the last seven years.
What’s the best part about being
Head of House?
Sharing my experience through
boarding with new people.
What will you miss most about
St Peter’s?
How close everyone is and the
endless support.
Best advice for someone coming
into boarding?
Put yourself out there, and take
every opportunity given to you.

Hannah Williams
Lippincott House
What have you enjoyed most about
St Peter’s?
I love the boarding community
and the range of opportunities
available. There is always
something to do, and you often get
a chance to experience something
you’ve never done before.
What’s the best part about being
Head of House?
I really enjoy working with the other
prefects and organising stuff for
the girls to do, and also leading and
connecting with girls in the house.

What will you miss most about
St Peter’s?
Definitely going to miss living with
my best friends. Not many people
get to experience living with your
best friends for 4 years, especially
from a younger age, and that
experience will be something I
carry with me for the rest of my life.
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Sir Graham Henry

Vivianne Spiegel

Rob Waddell
Photo: Cambridge News
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STUDENTS LEARN FROM

ROLE MODELS

Mike King

Guest speakers are an important
part of a student’s learning. They
share stories on what made them
successful, how they overcame
setbacks, and give advice to the
younger generation.
This year St Peter’s has had many
empowering guest speakers,
including famous sports people,
war survivors and successful
business people. Each one of them
has had a key message for our
students.
Mike King, former stand-up
comedian, is now working as a
mental health advocate in New
Zealand. His appearance was
organised by Wellbeing Prefect
Kira Morrison.
He shared his story with our senior
students and taught them that it is
okay to ask for help when it comes
to mental illness.
“It is important as a community to
make sure we connect with one
another, tell each other what we
like about each other,” said Kira.
“I am positive Mike allowed more
than a few students to recognise
the beginning of their journey within
his own story, and I am grateful that
he was able to share it so openly
with us.”

their eyes, somebody has to have
the strength to stick up to them,”
she said.
Deputy Head Boy Baxter Kane said
these messages were important to
hear.
“You see it in movies and read
about it, but to hear it retold by
those who have lived through it …
It gives our generation a clearer
understanding of how it was.”
Some guest speakers gave
St Peter’s students the
opportunities to ask questions,
such as former All Blacks coach
Sir Graham Henry.
They were inspired by his sporting
achievements, but his messages
were relevant to all aspects of life,
not just sport.
“I think the big thing is the
constant desire to improve. The
big attributes are a great mentality,
great mindset, and asking yourself
how you can get better,” he said.
“Just be committed to doing what
you’re meant to do, and then you
get into the habit of that pursuit of
excellence,” said Sir Graham Henry.
Olympian Rob Waddell also
shared his keys to success with the
students this year. He explained

how he wasn’t a great athlete
in school. He said back then he
wouldn’t have imagined becoming
an Olympic champion because he
couldn’t see that far ahead.
“What I did see, though, was
the next step in the ladder,” he
said. “Whatever you think you
can achieve, or can’t, you’re right
because that’s what goes into your
mind every single day.”
For the business-minded students,
the BEC Breakfast Series was
fantastic.
Richard Lindroos, chief executive of
the NZ V8 Supercars event, shared
his journey from being a young
geography teacher to becoming
one of New Zealand’s leading
sports management entrepreneurs.
Waikato entrepreneur Shane
Verhoeven told students to
surround themselves with the right
people. He said to believe it, dream
it and live it.
“Once you understand what you’re
good at, you can build on it. But
for some, until they are out in the
real world it won’t be noticeable, so
patience is required. Just believe
you are going to get there — the
how is unimportant.”

Vivianne Spiegel’s presentation was
also emotional. At age 85, she was
the oldest of three Jewish children
living in France when World War II
reached its borders. She explained
how her family was ripped apart
and why it is important to stick up
for others.
“If anyone today sees an act of
injustice or discrimination against
any other human because of the
colour of their skin or the shape of

Hongi between student
Devin Gregory and Mike King
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MARC SCOTT WINS
NZ LEADERSHIP AWARD
Long-standing staff member
Marc Scott was nationally
recognised for his service.
He received the Service to
School Leadership award at the
Independent Schools New Zealand
National Conference.
Marc represented St Peter’s as part
of the successful Waikato/BOP
bid which saw the Avantidrome
constructed on the school site.
The Avantidrome is a world-class
cycling facility that was officially
opened by the Prince and Princess
of Wales in 2014, following a
government-led tender process
for the development of a National
Cycling Centre of Excellence,
Marc was also a driving force
behind the Perry Pool - an indoor

heated pool which is not only home
to St Peter’s swimming academy
and other competitive swim squads,
but also hosts ‘learn to swim’
lessons for pre-schoolers.
“It’s been great to be part of so
many exciting projects over the
years,” says Marc. “I enjoy working
with the various parties within both
St Peter’s and the community, to
take these opportunities forward.  
We are continually looking to
achieve win-win outcomes” he says.
He is working on two major
projects. The first is a state-ofthe-art student well-being centre
which will house an extensive range
of student services and facilities
to help assist and promote wellbeing. The second is a major rural-

residential property subdivision
owned by the school.
Students benefit from the facilities
in numerous ways. Athletes get
to have their practise facilities on
school grounds, and the facilities
attract expert coaches. But it’s
not just competitive athletes who
benefit – all students can access a
greater range of sports, more often.

SCHOLARSHIP FOR OWEN STEVERSON
Congratulations to Year 8 teacher
and Dean, Owen Steverson, who
has received a $3000 scholarship
towards the New Zealand Schools
Deputy Principals Leadership
Colloquium.

sporting and pastoral spectrums,”
said Owen.

It was a 12-month programme
focusing on the critical aspects of
school leadership. It aims to equip
deputy and assistant principals
with the skills and confidence to
accelerate their own development
as they strengthen the performance
of those around them.

“It is underpinned by the
development and fostering of
strong and trusting relationships
within a learning community. A
great leader facilitates the creation
of a shared vision to unite a group
of people,” said Owen.

Quality leadership is essential to
support the lifelong learning that
is an expectation for both students
and staff at St Peter’s.
“I have a vision that great leadership
will transform St Peter’s from being
an excellent school to one that
leads the way across New Zealand
and Australia in the quality and
teaching across academic, cultural,
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He believes effective educational
leadership is vital in today’s
schools.

His application for the scholarship
and to the programme was fully
supported by Head of Junior
School Kurt O’Connell.
He is hard working and enjoys the
challenges in his leadership as a
classroom teacher and Year 8 Dean.
Owen collaborates effectively with
others and is comfortable taking
the lead or encouraging others in
their endeavours.

The programme has seven themes
that will be explored: Leadership
and Authenticity, Communication,
Presence and Influence, Team
Dynamics, Driving Performance,
Leadership Innovation and
Change, Thinking Strategically and
Purpose, Priorities and Professional
Development.
“I am excited and motivated to
continue to grow and hone my
leadership capabilities through my
interactions and the programme
itself,” said Owen.

Business Booming for Alumni
Making money from nappies
probably never crossed the mind
of Louise Stainthorpe when she
was a pupil at St Peter’s School,
Cambridge.
And yet the mother of four boys
was back at St Peter’s espousing
the benefits of how much can be
made from those little deposits in
every nappy.
Louise is the co-founder of the
successful New Zealand nappy
brand, Rascal+Friends, which is now
proving popular overseas.
She told the students from
the school’s business and
entrepreneurial centre, how social
media made her nappies a hit.
Louise initially worked in hospitality
after she trained at the Swiss Hotel
Management School.
But the focus changed after a
conversation with her brother,

Grant, who was keen to produce a
paper product.
“Grant and I collaborated on
designing and manufacturing a
disposable nappy for infants which
would be better than anything else
on the market,” Louise said.
Product prototypes were tested on
her own children.
“We soon found out what didn’t
work.”
The company was based
in Auckland but it began to
manufacture the product in China,
where it was then shipped directly
to supermarkets.
“We settled on the name
Rascal+Friends as it was in keeping
with the end user groups.
“Having negotiated to supply
our product exclusively through
Foodstuffs, we needed to drive
customers.”

Learning to use social media as
a marketing tool was her biggest
challenge.
“Our target customers, new mums,
were all using Facebook and
Instagram so what better place to
find them.
“Before the product was available,
our marketing campaigns started,
and customers were asking for the
product.”
Rascal+Friends was launched in late
2017.
Louise continues to learn,
taking the development of the
international launch strategies
across North America, Europe and
Asia, building the Rascal+Friends
team.
Article by Cambridge Edition

Louise Stanthorpe with Business Partner Grant Taylor
Photo: Stuff.co.nz
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Recognising achievements
of past students
This year St Peter’s held its first
awards evening to recognise
the achievements of three
of its distinguished alumni.
The recognition of alumni is
something that many quality
schools and universities
acknowledge as being
important. The achievements of
alumni reflect on the reputation
of their school and highlighting
the accomplishments of alumni
is of inspiration to current
students.

Above L-R:
Sir Noel Robinson,
Sir Vaughan Jones,
Nick Mowbray
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After a short but stringent
selection process, three alumni
were chosen from a large field
of nominations, to receive the
inaugural awards. These were
Sir Vaughan Frederick Randall
Jones, Sir Noel Robinson,
and Nick Mowbray. Surprise
and delight were expressed
by the three alumni, and the
date of the awards dinner was
selected as one which all three
could attend. The fact that
the inaugural recipients were
all male was reflective of the
history of St Peter’s being a
boy’s only school until 1987. A
large percentage of alumni are
male but with an increase in
student numbers over recent
years, and the passage of time,
the proportion of female alumni
is increasing.
The day prior to the awards
evening, the three recipients
were interviewed by Master

of Ceremonies for the dinner,
Andrew Patterson, at a special
assembly. They were given a
number of questions from the
current students prior to the
assembly and this provided the
framework of the interview. Sir
Vaughn Jones revealed that
his love of mathematics had
stemmed from his time at St
Peter’s; Sir Noel Robinson was
appreciative of the academic
support he had received; Nick
Mowbray mentioned he spent
a lot of time on the cricket
field. All three advocated that
their success was a result
of a determination and a
stubbornness not to give in
to despondency when things
seemed initially tough.
The dinner was held at the
Don Rowlands Centre at
Lake Karapiro on Saturday 8
September and was attended
by 230 guests. The recipients

were asked to invite friends and
family and an invitation was issued
to former classmates of each of
the recipients. Other invited guests
included St Peter’s benefactors
and present and former Trust,
Foundation, and Alumni board
members. The Parent’s Association
was given the opportunity to sell
tickets to the black-tie dinner.
In order to present the recipients
with a worthy commemorative
award, local glass artist, Di Tocker
was commissioned to design and
create a ‘golden owl’ to embody the
values and St Peter’s ethos. It was
agreed that the awards that she
created were stunning works of art
to signify the excellence of both the
school and the achievements of the
recipients.
The awards evening was a great
success and the intention is for the
recognition of alumni in this way to
be repeated on an annual basis. It
is important to St Peter’s to forge
strong links with its alumni and
to give them the opportunity to
become part of a large connected
network providing opportunities
and support. The alumni network
is an extension of the family that
students join when they come to
St Peter’s, Cambridge.
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to our mid-year

GRADUANDS
Lincoln University
Katie Angela Watson
Hamish William Wise

Massey University (continued)
Bachelor of Agricultural Science

Tiana Sprangers

Bachelor of Commerce
(Agriculture)

Massey University
Rebecca Bailey

Bachelor of Science

Philip Barker

Bachelor of Science

Postgraduate Diploma in
Specialist Teaching

Kadin Stevenson

Bachelor of AgriCommerce

Fabian Tencate

Bachelor of Business

Andrea Zorn

Postgraduate Diploma in
Business

Rushlee Buchanan

Bachelor of Business

Otago University

Kate Chevin

Bachelor of Science

Ben Courtman

Bachelor of Surveying

Sophie Da Silva

Postgraduate Diploma in

Sarah Fairweather

Bachelor of Science

Business

Frances McMullin

Bachelor of Science

David Ernest

Bachelor of Accountancy

Madeleine Minett

Bachelor of Radiation Therapy

Courtney Field

Bachelor of Nursing

Lauren Tye

Bachelor of Science

Kate Fisher

Bachelor of Design with Honours

Jack Sargen

Bachelor of Commerce

Tara Gower

Bachelor of Veterinary Science

Natasha Walker

Bachelor of Physical Education

Mattes Groenendijk

Bachelor of AgriScience

Jemma Guyton

Bachelor of Veterinary Science

University of Canterbury

Lauren Hitchcock

Bachelor of Design with Honours

Elisabethe-Anne Peart

Michaela Johnstone

Bachelor of Science

Sarah Joubert

Bachelor of Design with Honours

Fraser Taylor

Bachelor of Engineering    

Abby Loye

Bachelor of Communication

Thomas Wood

Bachelor of Engineering

Quinn Mckay

Bachelor of Food Technology

Shelby Rafferty

Bachelor of Speech and
Language Pathology

with Honours

University of Wellington (formerly Victoria University)

Bachelor of Nursing

Elizabeth Hocking

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
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St Peter’s, Cambridge Cricket Academy
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FINANCIAL
ADVISOR OF
CHAMPIONS

COMING HOME TO

EXCELLENCE
Are you about to build?
Kit-Markin homes have their own fully
dedicated building team to take your project
through to a high-end standard.
Do you have some questions about building
and how our process works?
Please get in touch and we’ll
work through them together.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT | MORTGAGES
INSURANCE | KIWISAVER | FINANCIAL PLANNING

Email mike@fswl.co.nz or andrea@fswl.co.nz
Mention this ad and receive our friends & family discount
Phone 027

935 5435

| www.kit-markinhomes.com |

kitmarkinhomes

Proud to be supporting
St Peter’s, Cambridge

For all your real estate needs.
I value your support, and will offer a $250 cash payment to the St Peter’s Parents’ Association for every sale that has ties to parents
or associates of the school. Now is the time to call me for a professional discussion on your next real estate move.

M 027 839 3233 | wayne.pamment@harcourts.co.nz | www.waynepamment.co.nz
-2017
2013

Monarch Real Estate LTD

Wayne Pamment - Harcourts

PROUD TO BE A GOLD SPONSOR OF ST PETER’S, CAMBRIDGE

Every pack
needs a leader.
Introducing the most powerful Amarok ever.
Presenting a beauty that’s also a beast.
The growl of the new Amarok produces class-leading
580Nm of torque and plenty of bite, with 200kW*
of power.
Add a staunch 3,500kg towing capacity with speed
sensitive Servotronic steering and it’s no wonder
the savage new turbo V6 Amarok has been awarded
2018 International Ute of the Year.
Book your test drive today, if you dare.

From $89,990* MRP
490 Grey Street, Hamilton East

|

www.ebbettvw.co.nz

|

07 838 2949

*Price excludes on road costs. 200kW power accessible between 3500-4000rpm when the engine is in “overboost” mode

